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AD to Perform at Tavlor
Kerry Livgren is the leader and chief
composer for A.D. formerly of the
supergroup KANSAS, Kerry is well
known for his songwriting prowess
throughsuch hits as "Dust in the
Wind," "Carry on Wayward Son,"
"Hold On," "Play the Game Tonight,"
and "People of the Southwind." KAN
SAS released 10 albums between 1974
and 1983, with five going gold, four
going platinum, and total sales nearing
14 million units. Through his powerful
songwriting, guitar playing, and key
board work, Kerry was the essence of
KANSAS' musical thrust: thoughtful,
creative, and commercially progressive.
Throughout his adult life Kerry had
been through an ongoing search for
Philosophical and spirittual meaning,
experimenting with many forms of
eastern mysticism. In mid 1979 his
searching came to what he terms ' 'the
ultimate conclusion'' in Christ. Through
intensive research and thought he came
to the undeniable resolve that Christ
was exactly who He claimed to be, and
that put Kerry in a position to personal
ly interact with his Creator. Livegren's
life has been radically changed since
then, as his music with KANSAS, two
solo albums, and book ("Seeds of
Change," a chronology of his spiritual
quest) clearly illustrate.
Dave Hope plays bass and supplies
much fo the spiritual backbone for A.D.
Also a former member of KANSAS,
Dave logged nearly 1500 concerts in 14
countries on 4 continents during his 10
years with the band. His decision to
leave with Kerry from KANSAS with
four albums still remaining on a
lucrative contract was a bold action
clearly demonstrating their spiritual
commitment. They felt the need to
proclaim the Gospel of Christ more

poignantly than they could in the
confines of KANSAS' pop image.
Dave is outspoken about his faith,
due to the dramatic impact of the Holy
Spirit in his life in the fall of 1980.
Heavy drug and alcohol usage had
driven him to the point of desperation
and through councel by Kerry and Jeff
Pollard (then of
the rock group
LeROUX), he accepted Christ, and
immediately saw the results of His love
as he was literally cleansed of his
cocaine and alcohol addictions. An avid
reader of books, Dave has developed an
edge to his faith that is challenging to
all around him.
Warren Ham has likewise spent time
with KANSAS, recording and touring
during 1981-82 on the ' 'Vinyl Confess
ions" tour. He is multi talented as a
bluesy singer, instrumentalist (key
boards, saxaphone, flute and harmon
ica) and songwriter. His career also
covers extensive involvement with
BLOODROCK (three albums and tours)
and Donna Summers' Band (two tours).
Warren came to know Christ in the late
70's as well, and has a burning desire to
utilize his talents in spreading the
message of the Kingdom through
creative music.
Mike Gleason is yet another veteran
of KANSAS work, as a support vocalist
and keyboard player on their last tour
for "Drastic Measures." He has also
been involved with both of Kerry
Livgren's solo LP's and much of Kerry!s
demo tapes for KANSAS over the hist
four years. Prior to his association with
Kerry, Mike was leader of one of the
great unknown progressive rock bands
in Christendom, called RELAYER, dur
ing the mid to late 70's. Mike has
extensive musical training on voice,
keyboards, guitar, and trumpet, as well

'Pressing On' Is Theme
For Youth Conference 1985
by Jayanne Housholder
"Pressing On" toward Youth Con
ference 1985, Diane Meyer, the cochairmen, and their cabinet have been
making preparations and anticipating
this year's fun-filled weekend to take
place on April 19-21.
As approximately one thousand high
school teenagers from across the
country and their leaders assemble at
Taylor that weekend, they will find a
time planned to have fun and to get to
know some other new people. Most of
all, they will find
a time to be
challenged as Christian young adults.
Taken from Philippians 3:14, the
theme for this year's youth conference
is "Press On". The prayer of the
committee is for this time to be an
encouragement for the students to
continue to go forward in their faith. If

they have not already made a personal
committment to the Lord, this is also a
time to think about and possibly make
that committment.
The featured speaker for the weekend
is Tim Downs, who has been a traveling
lecturer with Crusades for Christ since
1979. Besides this responsibility,
Downs has also authored the nationally
syndicated comic strip, ' 'Downstream''.
From Nashville, Tennessee, the
special music for Youth Conference is
the ever-popular gospel group, the
Imperials. The group will perform a full
concert on Friday evening at 9 p.m.
Preparations for the weekend will
continue through March and April. If
you are interested in assisting a
committee as the special weekend
draws nearer, there will be a display to
sign up in at the Dining Commons.

Kerry Livg

as being a prolific songwriter. His
talents as songwriter/arranger and
co-lead singer with Ham are already
quite evident in A.D. at 27 he is the
youngest member of the group, yet he
has the attributes of a seasoned
veteran. A Christian for nearly 15 years.
A.D. is the consumation of his musical
and spiritual desires.
Dennis Holt is truly a percussive
giant. . .standing 6'7". He is a veteran
of literally thousands of concert per
formances and studio sessions over the
last 10 years. As a session player on
albums, jingles, and tours, he has
become one of the most in-demand
drummers in the south. Part of this

and his Band

popularity stems not only from his
precision and skill covering many
styles, but also his state-of-the-art
equipment. He isconstantly updating
electronics, computers, synthesizers,
and digital equipment to keep his
percussive technique
modem. A
Christian since his teens, Dennis dem
onstrates a deep level of consistency in
his spiritual walk through his involve
ment with church and family.
The plan of attack for A.D. is to stress
the Christian's responsibility to change
the world. A.D. will be recording one
LP per year for at least three straight
years, and plan on playing nearly 150
concerts in 1985 alone, taking this
message to the streets.

Deadlines Approach for Financial Aid
Deadlines are quickly approaching for
summer and fall financial aid, according
to The Scholarship Bank.
Students with financial needs should
begin now to investigate some of the
more than 25,000 private aid sources,
according to Steve Danz, Director.
These funds are available to students
with interests in a number of fields, and
many do not depend on demonstrated
financial need, as do state and federal
funds.
For example, students with an in
terest in business, law, and accounting
can receive a stipend from the Ex
ceptional Student Fellowship Fund, and
apply to the parent corporation for full
time work following graduation.
The Scholarship Bank is the largest
private scholarship bank in the country
for undergraduate and for graduate
grants and loans.
The computer can help you find
sources designed just for you, based on
your major, occupational goal, geo

graphic desires, type of aid requested
(scholarships, loans, summer work),
and special skills and hobbies.
According to the director, the com
puter guarantees each student at least
fifty sources of aid. It has been
estimated that each package of aid
represents approximately $20,000 in
potential money for college.
Private aid comes from America's
largest foundations, corporations,
unions, and private donors and totals
approximately 500 million dollars, or
one fourth of all available aid. Thus, it is
an extremely valuable addition to the
private and state moneys available.
As an example of the depth of the
search, die bank reports one student
found thirty six sources for the most
unusual major of "deep sea diver".
Students wishing to use the search
should send a stamped self addressed
envelope to The Scholarship Bank,
10100 Santa Monica #2600, LA, CA
90067.
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Seven Billion Swim in Lake
by E.K. Squiere
During the recent winter storm,
under 22 inches of ice, in water very
near freezing, life went on for the seven
billion (give or take a few) Copeheads
and several hundred thousand Daphnia
that inhibit Taylor Lake. Field samples,
taken on February 18 of this year and
analyzed by the Principles of Ecology
class, revealed the copious collection of
Copepoda. These tiny creatures (0.1 to
0.8 mm.) complete their life cycle in
only 7 days with each female producing
200 voung. They form a complete link in

the food web of the lake, eating
microscopic plants and animals, and
serving as food for fish and other
aquatic animals.
Just think...by actual count there are
387 of these little beasties in every liter
of Taylor Lake water. This equals 1,465
of them per gallon. If you view it from
another perspective...that's just about 8
per mouthful. More will come in the
summertime. In several months the lake
will be open for swimming. I wonder
how many of you will swallow?

Letters . . .
Letter to Student Body and
ECHO Editor:
Please read this letter all the way
through and be glad of some of the
things that are happening on Taylor's
campus. The Black Cultural Society is
winding down another Black History
Month and we can praise them, and the
others who have worked with them for a
month of learning and growing ex
perience they have shared with us
A Vision of Oneness is being worked
on and achievement is being made. The
Vision was shared among faculty mem
bers and students at the Dining
Commons among students who par
ticipated in a Discussion Panel.
Questions were asked to the panel
members and audience members were
allowed to add comments and questions
and carry on a conversation with the
panel members. The problem was that
many people "blew-off" what was
going on in the banquet room because
they thought they didn't belong there.
That, my friends,
was your fault
because it was informative and it
allowed white students to see how the
black students were feeling, and it
allowed the black students to realize
how the whites were feeling. Because
we are Christians we must leave our
prejudices behind with our old sinful
nature and work on becoming one in
Christ.
The Black Cultural Society also
brought us the most dynamic speaker to
the chapel on Monday the 25th. Ms.
Hallie Crombaugh delivered a tre
mendous message of Seeking the Key,
and finding it! Her message was not
only well delivered, but also presented
in a new way to the student body that
many of the students had never heard a
message delivered. Ask someone who

I am a junior Social Work Major at

Taylor University. March is National
"Prefessional Social Work" Month, and
I am writing to inform you some of what
30cial work is all about.
The theme for this month is "Work is
a Family Affair." This campaign em
phasizes the importance of work in
people's lives and seeks to help people
deal with the problems and stresses of
the work force. This area is one of the
many areas where social workers are
needed and used.
When most people think of social
work, they think of food stamps or
giving hand-outs to people who are
living off the system. Social Workers
have been known as do gooders. But,
when a person is having a problem, he
usually appreciates a do gooder.
Social Workers are employed in all

went to chapel if you missed it, of get a
tape of it because it is worth hearing it
again.
Another good thing brought to
campus was the singing and ministering
group, Damascus Road. They had a
concert, sang in chapel, and had a
second informal cancert in the Dining
Commons. The sound was unique, and
their ministry was one of concern for all.
The events behind Black Cultured/
History Month at Taylor University do
not just concern blacks, and are not to
be attended by blacks alone, but are for
everyone. All together, the Black
Cultural Society Members, sponsors,
friends, and those who prayed for an
excellent month of events, and bringing
us closer together are to be commended
for their "Vision of Oneness".
Scott T. Etchison

Letter to the Editor:
I am writing to you in regard to the
sidewalk situation. Although the
problem of snow removal comes under
the authority of the buildings and
grounds department, I thought this
problem should be written out.
I know that I am not the only person
who has suffered from the "soggy sock
syndrome". This dilemma occurs
during the spring thaw when paddles
and canoes are more appropriate than
shoes. This year, I think the problem
could have been lessened in severity if
the slushy sidewalks could have been
plowed at the beginning of the spring
thaw. Maybe there are some very good
reasons why the winter debris was not
cleared away in time to save my feet
apparel from the syndrome." I would
just like to know what they are.
Sincerely,
Beth Gabrielsen
areas of life, such as hospitals, schools,
and corporations. It is an opportunity
for those of us in social work to share
our faith on a one to one basis and make
Christ come alive.
The purpose of social work is: 1) to
enhance the problem solving and coping
capacities of people, 2) to link people
with systems that provide them with
resources, services, and opportunities,
3) to promote the effective and humane
operation of these systems, and 4) to
contribute to the development and
improvement of social policy.
A social worker's skills enable
him/her to effectively meet an indivi
dual's specific needs. The field of social
work is a challenging and growing
profession which takes expertise that is
gained through Taylor's Social Work
program.
Diane Rutter

1) Photomicrograph of several Copepods and a Daphnia from Taylor Lake, February
18, 1985. Magnified about 200 times, this photograph was taken by E.R. Squiers,
Dept. of Biology.

Marriage/Family Week To Be Held
by Beth Duley
In March, there will be a marriage,
family, and singleness week at Taylor
University. It will be a week set aside to
focus on issues of concern to Christian
young adults as they make crucial
decisions about dating relationships.
The observance of a special mar
riage/family week started in 1981.
Pastor Bob Griffin initiated the week as
a result of his concern for the soaring
divorce rate among Christians and his
general interest in the topic of mar
riage. However, the discussion during
this week will not be limited to
marriage, family, and singleness. Also
included will be topics of emotional
hurts, sexuality, relationships, and the

effects of divorce on adult children.
The guest speakers for the week will
be Jim and Sally Conway, both ex
perienced in conferences on family
relationships and related subjects. They
have travelled throughout the U.S.,
Canada, Central and South America,
Asia, and Africa. Mr. Conway serves as
the Director of Practical Theology and
Mrs. Conway as an instructor at Talbot
Seminary, Biola University in
La Mirada, California. They have
written both their own books and
articles for magazines such as "Moody
Monthly" and "Christian Reader".
Marriage, Family, and Singleness
Week is made financially possible by
the Thomas F. Staley Foundation.
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Black History Month Celenrated
by Jeanne Moody
Taylor's observance of National Black
History Month in February was char
acterized by whole campus participation
in both planning and involvement in a
wide range of activities. These activities
included three special chapels, two
movies, three concerts, a student forum
in the D.C., as' well as a few chapel
readings, and several workshops and
lectures.
One of the main objectives of the
committee for Black History Month as
explained by the chairperson Janice
Crouse was to "look at Black contribu
tions in a very positive way and to learn
- some things that have not been
publicized."
In order to stress the whole campus
celebrating Black History Month, a
committee appointed by President
Lehman consisting of students, faculty,
and administrative staff, organized and
planned this year's observance. In past
years, the Black Cultural Society was
solely in charge.
The three special chapel speakers for
the month included Rufus Jones, ex
ecutive director of the social action
commission of the National Organiza
tion of Evangelicals; Oscar Roan, all Pro
football player and Evangalist; and
Hallie Crombaugh of channel 8 in
Indianapolis. In her recent address,
Crombaugh brought the student body to
a standing ovation after sharing her
moving personal testimony.
Included in the month's activities wer
three concerts and two movies. Per
formers of the concerts included Linda
Roan, George Jacksco m, and Damas

cus Road. The movies shown were
Brian's Sons and Raisin in the Sun.
The student forum that took place in
the D.C. offered a good opportunity for
students to discuss their views on racial
subjects such as interracial dating and
marriage. Janna McComb, president of
the Black Cultural Society described the
student forum as a "message of mutual
respect for everyone."
In commenting on this years ob
servance, several students said they
thought it was much better than last
year and liked the positive emphasis
placed on this celebration.
One student also observed that blacks
and whites were "more open to each
other this year."
The students who participated in
planning the activities consisted of Rob
Aldridge, Barbara Askland, Brad Bahl,
Pamell Bain, and Amy Bixel. Other
students who participated were Edward
Drisdell, Bertha Hilson, George Jack
son, Donna Lynn, Janna McComb, and
Curtis Woods.
The administrative staff serving as
members of the committee were Walt
Campbell, Deem of Career Develop
ment; Janice Crouse, specied assistant
to the President; Randy Dodge, head of
Student Government; Bob Griffin,
Campus Pastor; and Roger Phillips,
advisor of the Black Cultural Society.
Chairpersons of the committee were
Marilyn Walker, brochure; Jessica
Rousselow, special presentations; Leon
Adkinson, special events; Larry Helyer,
publicity; Russ VanDine, brochjire
cover; and Lora Trout and Russ Van
Dine, chapel display.

Yale Russian Chorus to Appear March 9
The Yale Russian Chorus' a commun
ity of singers dedicated to communica
tion on state and off, will appear in
concert in the Rediger Auditorium on
Saturday, March 9, at 8:15 p.m.
Throughout its twenty year history, the
Chorus has touched countless audiences
with its dedication to musical excel
lence. Music has provided a catalyst to
building understanding through wideranging, person to person discussion.
The Chorus has sund and talked from
San Francisco to Moscow, from a ghetto
church in New Haven to the great Cave
Monastery in Kiev.
Denis Mickiewicz, a Latvian-born
music student, assembled the original
Chorus in 1954 from students who had
such an intense interest in Russian
culture that they wanted to share their
excitement with others.
Today the Chorus is acclaimed as a
leading male a capella ensemble boast
ing an extensive repertoire that includes
stirring Russian and East European fold
songs such as "Kalinka" and "The
Legend of the Twelve Brigands",
soldier's marches, and the beautiful and
complex music of the Tussian Orthodox
Church.
The Chorus has a nucleus of 25 to 30
current members which draws further
strength from the continuing commit
ment and participation of active alumni.
Membership includes undergraduates,
graduate students, and faculty of Yale,
and residents of the New Haven
community.
The breadth of scholarly interests and
personal avocations of this group has
enabled the Chorus to participate
effectively in both formal and informal
cultural exchange programs.

The Yale Russian Chorus concert is
being sponsored by the Taylor ConcertLecture Series and in part by the
International Studies Committee.
Tickets are $1.00 with ID and are
available at the Communication Arts
box office or at the door.

'Rivals' Auditions Set March 4
Sir Anthony and Lady Malaprop are
valiantly trying to marry off their
dependents but the lovely Lydia has a
mind of her own and Captain Absolute
is already entangled in a romantic web
under an alias.
These delightful, madcap characters
and more combine with intrigues,
deceptions and even a duel with pistols
to make Richard Sheridan's "The
Rivals" an hilarious comedy of 18th
century England highjinks.
Taylor Theatre will present "The
Rivals" May 1-5 and the entire student
body is invited to audition for parts.
Auditions for eight male and five
female roles will be held Monday,
March 4 from 4:15-6:00 and 7:00-8:45
p.m. and Tuesday, March 5 from
3:15-6:30 p.m.
Group auditions will be held Tuesday
evening from 8:00-10:00 p.m. Audition
information, scripts and a sign-up sheet
may be found at the Communication
Arts Department office and further
information obtained by calling 5289.
"The Rivals" will be directed by Dr.
Jessica Rousselow.

Ruth tries to make Tillie more "presentable" for her science award in "The Effect
of Gamma Rays on Man-ln-The-Moon Marigolds." The show continues tonight and
tomorrow night in the Little Theatre. Check ticket availability at the Communication
Arts box office or call 5289. Pictured (l-r) Leah Oster as Ruth and Priscilla Smith as
Tillie.

Central Indiana College Job Fair To Be Held
by Joan M. Anderson
Students from Taylor, Anderson,
Marion, and Huntington colleges are
gathering for the third annual Central
Indiana Christian College Consortium
Job Fair to be held at Anderson college
on March 6th. Positions in accounting,
social work, computer science, and
other areas are available with
qualified candidates.
Because of the orientation of all four
colleges, the students generally bring
exposure to a broad number of academ
ic disciplines, a commitment to high
ethical standards, practical work ex
perience, strong academic perform
ance, leadership involvement, and often
multi-cultural and travel experiences,
companies such as ServiceMaster, Elec
tronic Data Systems, and the Internal
Revenue Service.
Each year the career placement
directors from each of these colleges
sponsor the Job Fair. This particular
Job Fair is unique in that it is an
employment fair. The employers
motivation for attending is not to
explore the upcoming market or provide
interviewing experience to students.
Instead the recruiter comes in order to
fill existing or anticipated positions. For
this reason the return on a students
investment of time and energy may be
very high.
Appointment schedules are arranged
in advance so that students can choose
which companies they'll interview with
and prepare for the specific interviews.
Adequate preparation includes careful
company research, polishing a resume,
and sharpening interviewing skills.
For the recruiter, this is a beneficial
day in terms of cost and time. In one day
the recruiter will interview 14 students
pre-screened from a large pool of
And this all takes place in one location
and personalized setting.
Twenty students from Taylor will be
attending this year. The majority of the
students are Business majors. As stated
above, there were opportunities for
majors other than Business and many of
those interview times were not filled by
Taylor students. In the past, some

students have said that the Career
Development office is primarily working
to serve business majors. The staff is
working to overcome this miscon
ception.
Regardless of the major, most organ
izations require a resume, strong inter
viewing skills, and research of the
opportunities available in the particular
organization. Recruiters also want to
find students who have carefully
identified their skills and are lmowledgable about the application of thenskills within the Organization. In this
way the Career Development office
provides services to all students.

CURRENT JOB OPENINGS^.^
1) "Live in Counselor-Arbutus Youth
Assn., San Jose, CA (female)
2) 'Manager of Electronic MediaScripture Press Publications, Wheaton,
IL (experience in the field of electronic
media)
3) 'Associate Editor-Scripture Press
Publications, Wheaton, IL (previous
editing and writing experience)
4) 'Church Advertising-Ludwig Otto
Co., Bedford, TX
5) 'Systems Programmer-All State Ins.
Northbrook, IL
6) 'Consultant-First Financial Group,
Springfield, IL
For further •information visit or call
the Career Development office at ext.
5384.

VOTE...
FDR
• The only one who can save
• The only one who can bring peace
• The only one who Is certain to win
• The only one who Is both God and n
• King of Idngs and Lord of lords
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David Steiner
David Steiner/Letter for Student Body
President

Servanthood is the essence of Christ
ian leadership. Being a servant leader is
more than outward actions; it is the
inward attitude which motivates right
actions. My involvement with Taylor
Student government has shown me that
consistently both in attitudes and
actions are absolutely necessary to
being a leader that people will follow.
Through my TSO Senate work, Student
Life Committee participation, National
Student Leadership Conference plan
ning and interaction with student
leaders from other schools through the
American Association of Evangelical
Students, I have earned respect for my
committment to doing the best job in
the capacities I have served. At the
same time, I have strived to keep a
consistent servant attitude.
As Student Body President, there are
definite areas that need improvement to
which I would like to devote con
centrated effort.
First, I see the need for much better
communication between all groups at
Taylor. Lack of Communication or poor

communication are primary causes of
campus-wide misunderstandings and
frustration. We need to creatively
employ all media to keep students as
informal and possible.
Second, we must keep bringing
service-related problems before the
administration to insure the highest
quality affordable. We must be per
sistent in our demand for first rate
services and expect results. Specif
ically, why shouldn't we have properly
maintained parking lots? (If not paved)
Third, we need to overcome the
indifference and apathy which limits our
growth as a Christian community. We
must constantly seek to build each other
up and encourage excellence in spiritual
life, relationships, academics, and all
extra-curricular activities. Responsive
student leadership is aimed at achieving
excellence.
I want to be that responsive leader.
Responsive leadership begins with a
servant attitude. You have the power to
choose who will serve you next year. I
have confidence in the potential that I
can bring to you in the position of
student body president.

You are probably asking, "Rob, this
sounds great, but how do you plan to
lead us in bringing unity to Taylor?"
The answer to this question of unifying
Taylor, is not possible to answer in just
one way but in several ways. For
example:
1) By making aware the need of
unifying Taylor through Communication
(through bi-monthly newsletters)
2) By developing the personal desire
with opportunities through more inter
action between faculty, administration,
and students.
3) By understanding and respecting the
diversity at Taylor, for the Body of
Christ is not made up of one type of a
Christian but of several different types
of believers in Christ.
Here at Taylor University, we stand
on the solid foundation of the Christian
Faith; Jesus Christ. We share a
common bond; the Love that He gives
us. Let me end with the statement, YOU
the student body, YOU the faculty, and
YOU the administration are the in
struments capable of bringing about
unity at Taylor University, and I only
wish to help. How about you?

Rob Taylor/Letter to Student Body For
President
As a Taylor student, you have
probably seen the Taylor Logo, the
cross inside the letter "U". I wish to
share with you the meaning of this logo
as it relates to my primary goal as
student body president. This logo
represents unity in Christ. As I stated in
my first letter to the student body, unity
is the main goid for the student body
president. He is the unifying force
between the student body, faculty, and
the administration.
In Ephesians 4:1-6 we find the
meaning of unity and a way to bring to
to pass. The words lowliness, meek
ness, long-suffering, forebearing and
endeavoring point the way to bring
unity into existence. By being a servant
who is patient and tolerant with others,
you may help bring about unity. I am
not saying that unity, by any means, is
an easy task, but I am saying that I am
willing to do my best in bringing it
about. I cannot bring unity to Taylor
myself; it must be a joint effort of the
student body, faculty, and administra
tion.

Rob Taylor
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George Jackson III
In the past vie years, I have gained a
wealth of head knowledge in the area of
leadership, and how to be an effective
leaders. One of the major ways I have
come to see these skills grow within
myself have been by directly becoming
involved in various leadership positions
with numerous organizations across the
country. The positions that have in
creased my leadership skills are:
1) Choir Director: "Word of Life
Church"
2) Student Life Committee Member
3) Taylor Christian Artist Coordinator
4) Multicultural Coordinator
5) Personnel Assistant (PA)
6) TSO Executive Cabinet Member
7) Public Relations and Concert
Coordinator for "Life Productions"
8 ) A Public Relations Coordinator afor

several major events for "Up With
People", an international music
organization
9) President and Founder of ' 'Stepping
Out Ministries and Associates"
I feel that the position of Student
Body President is a very prestigious as
well as visual position. One that
requires the leader to be both a
spokesperson and a public relations
liazon between students and admin
istration. I feel I possess these given
qualities due to my experience both past
and present.
In the past year I have come to know
and believe a quotation I found. It
reads: A good leader is one who knows
the way, goes the way and shows the
way. These are just a few of the
qualities and skills I want to share with
the administration and the student body
as President for the 1985-86 school year.
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George Jackson/Letter for Student
Body President
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A Look
by Kim Ferrall
With the March 6 election for student
body president, senate, and student
court, you'll be hearing a lot of talk
about T.S.O. circulating around campus
as new students are either elected or
appointed to key leadership roles in
government. In all, there are 47
positions to be filled for the 1985-86
school year.
What is T.S.O. doing; how effectively
is it representing the student body; and
why might you want to become involved
with this operation next year?
The Taylor Student Organization was
founded in 1981, by students, (for
students) under the direction of then
Director of Student Programs, Lowel
Haines. Since its inception four years
ago, T.S.O. has earned respect as a
model student run organization, dis
tinguishing it from other Christian
colleges nationwide. "T.S.O. is be
coming one of the finest
training
grounds in the country for young
Christian leaders," said Haines, dean
of students. "It's a front runner."
Leadership should be a quality educa
tional experience. "It is an expansion of
Taylor's whole person philosophy," he
added.
"I've been able to make decisions
based on T.S.O. recommendations,"
said President Gregg Lehman.
"They're doing phenomenal work in
representing student concerns." T.S.O.
has gained credibility largely because of
its regard for professional, high quality
work. "The administration and faculty
now recognizes T.S.O.'s work as valid
and is granting it more authority," said
Randy Dodge, director of student
programs and leadership.
"We wouldn't even have a reason to
e it if the administration didn't believe
in i," said Amy Bixel, student body
prei 'ent. Through open communicatioi with T.S.O. leaders, the admin
istration is reminded of the fact that
Taylor is here for the students. The
admiiiistration must stay in tune with
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Student
at Government
the ''campus pulse.'' For the most part,
the Taylor administration and faculty is
very supportive of T.S.O. "We realize
that we have something special here, it
just doesn't get much better," said
Dodge.
Structurally, T.S.O. is patterned after
the national form of government, only
on a smaller scale, and is characterized
by a separation of powers between the
executive, legislative, and judicial
branches. The student body president,
chairman of the Senate, and chief
justice of the student court sit on the
executive cabinet with the chief officers
of T.S.O.'s service organizations which
include student activities, student ser
vices, press services, leadership coordi
nator, and multicultural coordinator.
Anything underneath the executive
level, like council positions, are pro
gram specific jobs for students with
more focused areas of interest. "A
position with T.S.O. is more than a title,
it's a responsibility," said Haines. "It is
an experience I would think will benefit
the individual for the rest of his or her
life."
As the liason between the student
body and the administration, the
student body president is directly
responsible for whatever takes place
within T.S.O. on a daily basis, as well as
addressing the "multiple needs" of the
campus to assure that everything is
running smoothly. To be effective, the
student leader should be aware of
where the campus is hurting. "T.S.O.
must be able to meet those needs with
whatever resources and leadership
abilities it's got. You must be self
motivated and disciplined in order to
keep in touch with and be responsive to
the campus.
"The objective of leadership is seeing
growth. As I work with other people,
God is using me to build them up.
That's rewarding. It all comes down to
your priorities," she said.
The chairman of the Senate sets the
agenda for and chairs Senate meetings.

Campus Beat...
Bryan Lautenbauch, junior,
"To win my vote, a candidate would
have to show that they are something
beyond a politician. He needs to be an
honest person who is not just going into
the election as a popularity contest. I
would expect our next student body
president to work at making this a
better place for the students. In doing
that, there should be a lot of communi
cation between himself and the student
body. I think this has been a fault in the
past. Too many times it is something
that's done just to look good on a
resume'."
Jeff Hurd, freshman
The candidate will have to demon
strate his abilities as a saervant of the
community rather than just as another
politician. He will need to be more than
a big-head. I'd expect the newly elected
president to fairly represent our student
interests and not sway too much on his
own point of view."
Kelli Dawson, sophomore
"I look for past qualifications in a
candidate. Mostly, I look at whether or
not he can get the job done. Some
people are all talk and no action.

I also expect more campus unity from
the new president. It seems that you
near the president during his campaign
and at the first chapel of the year but
you never hear anything after that. The
more the student body is encouraged to
become involved then the more the
student government will accomplish."
Dan Benson, sophomore
"I would want a candidate to have a
spiritual committment that is visable.
Since this is a Christian college, strong
leadership abilities are very important!
They need to have an outgoing person
ality. Most of all, I would look for
someone who is in touch with the true
needs of the student body. This is
something that really needs to be
worked on. Maybe a question and
answer time would help this area.
As far as the student body president
is concerned, I'd like to see him get in
closer contact with the student body. I
think it would be good for him to
periodically come to the dorm and
speak. They seem to forget about us
"ordinary" people."
Cindy Ericson, junior
' 'It's really hard to say what I look for
in a president. I do, however, like a very

Dealing with constitutional revisions,
club funding, general complaints, and
University policies on issues like square
dancing and extended open houses, is
all in a weeks work for the 15 student
senators. "Because we're persistent,
we have the administrations respect. In
whatever we've set out to accomplish,
we've been determined not to stop until
we've got what we wanted, or been
given a good reason why not. I have to
encourage the Senate not to become
discouraged and give up," said Dave
Steiner, chairman of the Senate.
Chief Justice of the student court
presides over hearings involving mostly
traffic violations, and in rare cases,
student discipline. "We pride ourselves
in the fact we can leave our personal
relationships and biases at the door
before we begin. In this position you can
be nothing but totally honest and open
minded," said Melissa Massey, chief
justice.
The vice president of student activi
ties is responsible for planning, organ
izing, and scheduling a variety of
quality, entertainment oriented events
that will appeal to students. "We've
tried to improve the advance notice for
events. It is important that we get the
word out early because you can never do
enough promotion," says Dave Slaught
er, vice president of student activities.
You don't need a background in
concerts explained Slaughter. The po
sition requires only basic management
skills. You just need to be able to see
how the various areas fit together under
the total program.
"S.A.C. will always have its rewards
on earth, the people on services council,
however, will have to wait till heaven for
theirs," said Dodge. Student services is
an "underground" part of T.S.O.,
coordinating and providing services
students have come to expect from their
student government, from book sales to
student elections. "It's not a visible
position, rather you need to take on a
servant's attitude," said Sara Meier,

vice president student services.
The leadership services coordinator is
soley responsible for planning and
implementing the National Student
Leadership Conference. "In a sense I
am a branch of T.S.O. all to myself,
meaning I have to be self motivated and
organized. Most important, it requires
good communications skills. The job
also gives me flexibility to be creative
adding new dimensions to the position
like a leadership newsletter." said Jim
Wierenga, leadership services coordin
ator.
The multi-cultural coordinator is the
liason between T.S.O. and both the
Black Cultural and International
Student Societies who plans such activi
ties as the International Food Fair and
Black History Month. "This position is
open to anyone who has a sensitive
heart and is willing to see other points
of view. I'd like to see more campus
awareness by bringing more contro
versial black speakers to campus," says
George Jackson,
multi-cultural
coordinator.
In addition to the already mentioned
accomplishments T.S.O. has succeeded
this year in creating a $500 leadership
scholarship for incoming freshmen, and
the assembling of a leadership manual.
Yes T.S.O. is making headway on
Taylor's campus, "but we want to be
careful not to be so caught up in being
the best that we overlook the areas of
needed improvement," said Dodge.
That's where you come into the picture.
Would you like to see some things
around here change, have you got some
ideas worth voicing. Then pick up a
T.S.O. job application and have it filled
out by March 15 and have a part in
keeping Taylor on the "cutting edge."
If nothing else, don't forget to vote
March 6 in the dining commons. "The
Taylor Student Organization can only be
as strong as the officers whom students
lect into office. Take the election
seriously," said Lehman.

Responding to this yeaf s hotly contested race for student hody president, T.S.O. feels it
necessary to conduct a primary to avoid a split among the three candidates and make a
more evenly matched, fairer election. What will the candidate have to demonstrate to win
your vote?

sincere speech. For the student body as
a whole, a lot is based on speech. I don't
like to hear what they falsely promise to
do, but what they can do by the grace of
God.
I would like to see the student body
president keep me informed about what
is going on. I hear a lot of rumors, but I
don't really understand the ins and outs
of it."
I.yn Rowell, senior
"The candidates should demonstrate
good leadership abilities: someone who
leads by a servanthood rather than
authority, someone who sees themself
as a representative rather than a
figure-head, someone who is concerned
about the spiritual life of the community
and someone who is open to the student
body.
What I expect a president to ac
complish will depend on his personality.
I would like to see great emphasis on
the service of the government so that
the Taylor World Outreach will not be
ignored. Maybe they will realize the
needs of each other."
Jeff Jones, senior
"To win my vote, a candidate needs
to demonstrate a real sense of con

fidence, security, and ambition within
themselves. Apathy seems to be a real
problem in this election though. I think
some people don't even know who the
candidates are. There's a lot of people
who just don't want to get involved. I
am not sure that it's a matter of
changing the attitude of the student
body. It's even more of a problem of the
student government and the admin
istration understanding where the
student body is as a whole and then
trying to relate and interact with the
mindset."
Linda Fleener, freshman
"To get my vote, a candidate would
have to get involved with the students
and show them he has time to put into
being a president. They would have to
have goals that they could work toward.
I am not as much interested in their
promises as the interests and intents.
They should have a background in TSO
so they know what they are doing.
After they get into office, they should
start right away. There's a real need for
better publicity of campus events too.
Sometimes events happen before we
know about them!"
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Dining Commons Menu
Friday
B Scrambled Eggs, Ham Steaks
L Turkey and Ham Sandwich, Beef
Stroganoff w/ rice
D Italian Buffet
Saturday
B Continental Breakfast
L Tenderloin Sandwich, Quiche,
Smokie Link Sausage
D Chopped Steaks, Tuna Noodle Cas
serole
Sunday
B Continental Breakfast
L Fried Chicken, Baked Ham
D Sloppy Joe, French Fries
Monday
B Hot Cakes, Fresh Link Sausage
L French Dip Sandwich, Turkey Ala
King

Ideas for Weekend Fun

D Swiss Style Veal, Hungarian Goulash
Tuesday
B Omelets w/ cheese, Canadian Bacon
L Cold Ham and Cheese, Stuffed
Peppers
D Baked Pork Chops, Batter Dip Fish
Wednesday
B French Toast, Sausage Patties
L Hoagie Sandwiches, Ham Patties
w/ Cheese
D Roast Beef, Lasagna
Thursday
B Fried Eggs, Bacon
L Reuben Sandwich, Pork Tips w/
mushrooms
D Chicken Nuggets, BBQ Short Ribs
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47 Depot (abbr.)
50 James and John
1 Horse-drawn
(abbr.)
carriage
53 Adam's grandson
7 Hollywood
54 Of tissue
14 One of a kind
56 Himalayan capital
15 Cobwebs, in a way
59 German region
(2 wds.)
60 Colonies of bees
16 Traffic jams
61 Grain appendage
17 43-Across, to Henry 62 Airedale, for one
Higgins
63 Monty
18 Arm bones
19 Narrow opening
DOWN
20 How to save nine
21 Hebrew letters
1 Clown
22 Deserter
2 like an old
26 Tartlike pastries
woman
27 Footnote term
3 Legal claims
31 Mauna
4 Prefix for plane or
34 Another footnote
marine
term
5 Shallow
35 Fox-headed dog
6 Masculine con
36 Trompe 1'oeil
traction
(2 wds.)
7 Parsley pieces
40 Initial installment 8 Pro rata share
(2 wds.)
9 Ride to 'ounds?
41
rubber
10 Peer Gynt's
42 Bikini part
mother
43 Hiss Doolittle
11 Offshore sights
44 Tennis stroke
12 "Waiting for the
45 President BoumeRobert
"
dienne, e.g.
13 Slant

15 Magnificent
19
' s pace
23 Napoleon's exile
island
24 Serious TV show
25 Heroic poetry
28 Cheat sheet
29 Dr. Frankenstein's
aide
30
Turner
31 Leisurely gait
32 Iridescent gem
33 Italian bell town
37 Chichen
38 Nocturnal lemur
39 Popocatepetl output
44 Return to
46 Lamp dweller
47 Walk in water
48 So much, in music
49 Of Indo-European
languages
50 Game played with
32 cards
51 Office supply
52 Direction from
Julia Child
55 Theatre sign
57 Calendar abbrevi
ation
58 Onassis, for short
59 Enervate

But wait, there is still more if you
happen to be one of the lucky persons
who has been invited to open house. It
is always fun to sit and share the
evening with a person of the opposite
sex. This provides an excellent op
portunity to get to know another Taylor
student.
So if you don't have a lot of spending
money and don't have access to a car
you can still have a fun evening on good
ol' TU's campus.

It's Friday, classes are over, and it's
the start of another wonderful weekend
at good ol' T.U. But wait. What's a
person to do who is faced with the
problems of limited funds and no
transportation? This causes serious
problems for many students of Taylor
university.
However, these problems can be
solved with a little creative thinking.
First, let's consider all the resources
available to us here on campus. If
you're the type of person that enjoys
physical activity there are various
activities on campus for you. How about
starting off the evening with a good
workout in the weight room followed by
a hard game of racquetball or basket
ball? Or if you enjoy the winter weather,
cross country skis are available in the
student union. And the campus pro
vides a nice scenic view for a short ski
trip.
If you're not the kind of person who
enjoys physical activity or if you don't
feel like physical activity, there are still
many activities available to you. The
student union provides us with such
activities as video machines, billiards,
foosball, and television.
Now if you don't feel like going to the
union you can always get together with
your fellow wing mates and enjoy a fun
evening of playing cards, telling jokes,
watching TV, or just acting crazy. To
finish off a night in the dorm, it's a lot of
fun to go on a donut run to Gas City or
Muncie and gorge yourself until you
burst.

prayer answered
I asked for strength that I might
achieve;
He made me weak that I might obey.
I asked for health that I might do better
things;
I was given grace that I might do
greater things.
I asked for riches that I might be happy;
I was given poverty that I might be
mise.
I asked for power that I might have the
praise of men;
I was given weakness that I might feel
the need of God.
I asked for all things that I might enjoy
life;
I was given life that I might enjoy all
things.
I received nothing that I asked for, but
all that I hoped for,
My prayer was answered.

feasa Tatricia 'Apartments
Second and Joyce Streets

Two Bedroom Apartments
Available 2nd Semester

Kitchen Appliances
Total Electric

One female student in une bedroom apartment looking for second occupant.

Management By.

tj/ucc&U,,
664-0604

HOMESTEAD
RESTAURANT
Besides great PIZZA, we offer
you Sandwiches, Dinners, and
Italian and Mexican Dishes
TRY US!
1221 AMP WALNUT

lAtmucm
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The Taylor Echo Needs YOU!!

THE ECHO is seeking persons qualified in Adver
tising, both in the Sales area and in Design/Layout of adver
tisements. Commissions are available to Competent ad sales
people.

Fimuacioj

H i s l v n iv 131

If you can help us in any of the above areas or in Report
ing, or if you have any other qualities that would be helpful
for THE ECHO, please contact us. Our office is on the second
floor of the Student Union and our extension is 359
TOBOE=OEaOE=aOl
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JACK ANDERSON AND JOSEPH SPEAR

WEEKLY SPECIAL

Readers chip in for Ethiopian relief
By Jack Anderson
and Joseph Spear
WASHINGTON - Last Decem
ber, we reported on a little-known
relief agency called the Interna
tional Rescue Committee, which is
helping to feed starving Ethiopians.
It was founded in 1933 at the sug
gestion of Albert Einstein to help
refugees fleeing Hitler's Germany.
That crisis is long past, but the IRC
is still going strong.
In the half-century since, the
remarkable thing about the IRC is
that it has avoided the fate of many
other charitable groups. It has not
become top-heavy with administra
tors; as we reported, the IRC spends
only 5 cents of every dollar donated
on paperwork and organization. The
rest goes to the victims of natural
and manmade disasters.
The response to our report was
overwhelming: $150,000 in dona
tions for the Ethiopian refugees in
the Sudan. The checks, many of
them clipped to copies of the
column, ranged from $1 to $10,000.
"In the days immediately follow
ing the publication of the column,"
wrote A1 Kastner, an official of the
relief agency, "IRC was flooded
with calls from people all over the
country asking how they might help
— businessmen, workers, profes
sionals, students, homemakers,
doctors, nurses, schools, church and
community groups. Thousands of
letters carried the same messages
of caring and compassion — most
of them with contributions."
Kastner has been with IRC for 18

years, and he told our associate
Dale Van Atta, "We've never
received this kind of dollar
response before from an article."
The outpouring from our readers
reinforces our long-held opinion
that Americans are the most gener
ous people on earth — especially
when it comes to helping children.
We were most gratified by the num
ber of young people — the supposed
"me generation" — who leaped at
the chance to help starving families
half a world away.
Take Claire Swann of Delmar,
N.Y., for example. She insisted that
her parents include on the invita
tions to her sixth birthday party a
request that guests "bring no gifts,
but instead bring gift-equivalent
donations for the relief of children
and families of Ethiopia and the
Sudan." Claire's birthday presents
totaled $154, which was sent to the
IRC with our column attached.
The relief organization put our
readers' gifts to good and immedi
ate use. A few days after the flood
of dollars began, Kastner wrote:
"The contributions received so far
from your readers will pay for 20
IRC doctors, nurses, feeding spe
cialists and relief workers in the
Sudan for a six-month period. One
cannot even guess how many lives
they will save, how many children
on the edge of death will be made
well."
The IRC workers are concentrat
ing on the most vulnerable victims
of starvation: the smallest children
and nursing mothers. The dedicated
staff regularly works until 1 a.m. or

2 a.m.
If you wish to add your contribu
tion, IRC's address is 386 Park Ave.
South, New York, NY 10016.
COSTLY GROWTH: A study of
the Federal Register, where all new
federal rules must be published,
shows that the government's regu
lations have grown at a phenomenal
rate in the past two decades.
In the mid-1950s, the register
published 10,000 pages a year of
new regulations. By 1970, that fig
ure had doubled, and by 1980 the
new rules took 74,000 pages.
According to the study, prepared
by Murray Weidenbaum, former
chairman of the Council of Eco
nomic Advisers, the cost to industry
of complying with the government
regulations over the past three dec
ades has been about $100 billion.
Most of this has been passed on to
consumers.
WATCH ON THE PENTAGON:
Sailors at the Naval Air Station in
Alameda, Calif., will soon be able to
watch the Playboy Channel, accord
ing to an official of United Cable of
Alameda. The Playboy program
ming — as well as Home Box
Office, Showtime, Cable News
Newtork, Sports and Disney chan
nels — will be available at the
going rate for more than 1,200
housing units on the base. Visiting
ships will also be able to hook up.
— The Army has finally taken
action — sort of — to address its
serious safety problems. It has
decided to hire a private firm "to
provide an independent evaluation
of the Army Safety Program and

I LETWMRI'S4TH ANNUAL I

TODAY:

1) AD Tickets are still on sale until 5
p.m. upstairs in the union. The ticket
price is $6 with your ID. There are still
some good seats available.
2) The movie "Oliver" will be shown
tonight at 8:15 in the chapel. There will
be an ice cream social in the listening
lounge following the movie.
3) Remember the presidential primary
wil' be held today during lunch and
supDer. Vote and support the candidate
of your choice! Two of the candidates
vill then advance to the general election
n March 6.
4) Remember Christ Today. He always
remembers you
tomorrow:
1) The telephone system will be totally
shut down from 9 a.m. to about 11 a.m.
for additional data capability. Current
problems will also try to be solved to
improve your phone service.
2) AD Conct-t. Get a date and don't be
late!

SUNDAY:

SUNDAY,
March 3rd
Doors open at 12:30 p.m.
JUSTICE
MIDDLE SCHOOL
North Miller Avenue In Marion
FREE TICKETS AVAILABLE

•• * • • * * *

Make Yours...

j

The Wedding Of The Year!! J

By Registering At The Following ....

*

Copyright. 1985.
United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

1) Morning Worship, 9:4'i a.m., Recital
Hall
Monday, March 4
1) Marriage and Family Week Begins
2) Chapel 10:05 a.m.
3) Evening Service, JLn md Sally
Conway, 7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 5
1) Evening Service, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, March 6
1) Chapel, 10:05 a.m.
2) TSO Elections
3) Central Indiana Job Fair, Anderson
College
4) Evening Service, 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 7
1) Evening Service, 7 p.m
Friday, March 8
1) Chapel, 10:05 a.m.
2) SAC Movie, "Champions"

-{bridal and fashion show

ORGAN MUSIC
Provided By
RICK ELLIOTT

make recommendations to improve
weak areas." A similar study was
undertaken in January 1983, and
yet another was begun later in the
year.
— Navy civilian employees at a
California weapons station have
been informed that their biweekly
paychecks, which used to be mailed
to their banks for deposit, will now
take three days longer to reach the
banks. They're being transmitted
by computer.
— The Air Force has decided to
allow women to serve in two-mem
ber Minuteman missile crews,
starting next year. Following a
study, the Air Force decided its
original premise — that the quar
ters in the underground Minuteman
silos were too confining for women
— could not be justified. But lack of
privacy in the cramped quarters
would make it uncomfortable for
mixed couples, the Air Force
insists. So the Minuteman crew will
be single-gender.

COOKIE JAR
WATERS PHOTOGRAPHY
INDIANA & MICHIGAN ELECTRIC
PEGDEN BROTHERS JEWELERS
FLOWERS BY JUDI
MURRELL'S THE MEN'S SHOP
MOON'S CATERING SHOPPE
KITCHEN NECESSITIES
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAN
CHATTERLI'S CLAUSET
CARPET DISCOUNT HOUSE
VOGEL'S DONUT SHOPS
THE WATERBED ROOM
PAGE ONE LTD. BRIDAL SHOP
SHERATON - MARION
THE ACCENT SHOP
GILBERT ROSKIN JEWELERS
COUNTRY ROADS TRAVEL & TOURS
• THE PARTY HOUSE • AA RENTS • NETTLE CREEK • FAMILY VIDEO

BALDWIN ORGAN COURTESY ROBERTS MUSIC RACK

WMRI — Relaxing 107 FM

Is Is True You Can Buy Jeeps
for $44 through the U.S. Gov
ernment? Get the Facts today!
Call

1-312-742-1142,

Ext.

1014.

* * • • * • * *
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'1985 BASEBALL SCHEDULE
DATE

DAY

March 16
March 19

Sat.
Tue.

March 22

Fri.

March 27
March 29
March 30
April 2
April 5
April 6
April 8
April 11
April 13
April 15
April 18
April 20
April 23
April 25
April 27
April 30
May 2
May 4
May 8, 9
10-,11
May 16,
17-18
May 27June 1

Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat,
Mon.
Thur.
Sat.
Mon.
Thur.
Sat.
Tue.
Thur.
Sat.
Tue.
Thur.
Sat.
Wed.
to Sat.
Thur.Sat.
Mon.Sat.

OPPONENT

LOCATION

David Lipscomb
Geneva College. PA
Mount Vernon Nazarene College
Kings College, KY
Asbury College, KY
Taylor University, IN
Huntington College
Manchester College
IUSE
Indiana University
Tri : State University
IUPUI ,
Purdue University
Marion College
IUPUFW
Rose Hulman
Wabash College
Earlham College
Indiana University
Marian College
Olivet Nazarene College
Franklin College
Goshen College
Grace College
NAIA District 21 Tournament
NAIA Area VI Tournament
NAIA National Championships

(2)
Nashville, TN 1:00
Christian College tba 2 games
daily

Huntington, IN 1:00
Home
1:30
Home
1:00
Bloomington, IT J 1:00
Home
11:00
Indianapolis
1:00
Kokomo
7:00
Home
1:00
Ft. Wayne
1:30
Home
1:00
Crawfordsville 1:00
Richmond
1:00
Home
1:00
Indianapolis
1:00
Kankakaa,IL 1:00
Home
1:00
Goshen
1:00
Home
1:00
Busch Stadium,
i.idianapolis
tba
tba
Lewis Clark State College
Lewiston, ID

f IT'S RfcALW FREEZlrtt
oo-r ueRe -rms mormimg.

u-n

TanningBeds
in Upland!
CRAIG 5
FRIENDS

TANNING SYSTEMS
108 E. Berry - Upland

998-7182

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)

Highland Park)

DRABBLE ® by Kevin Fagan
15

TIME GAMES

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

Famine Aid Approved
WASHINGTON-The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee today unanimous
ly approved legislation proposed by
Committee Chairman Richard G. Lugar
(R-Ind.) authorizing $175 million in
medical and developmental assistance
for the victims of the famine in Africa.
Lugar said the bulk of the funds will
be channeled through private and
international groups to provide medical
assistance, clothing and shelter, and
agricultural development assistance.
Special funding for refugees and dis
placed persons also will be provided.
The non-food famine assistance legis
lation will complement other legislation
already in Congress authorizing $600
million in food aid.
'••This legislation shows the strong
bipartisan support in Congress to help
the victims of the African famine,"
Lugar said. "But by far the biggest
supporters have been the American
people who have voluntarily given
billions of dollard in food and medical
assistance."
Included in Lugar's legislation is a
provision authorizing the Department of
Defense to assist the Agency for
International Development in the trans
portation and delivery of assistance to
the victims of the famine. Lugar said
this would solve many of the transporta
tion problems associated with famine
assistance.
The famine assistance legislation is
the first bill approved by the Foreign
Relations Committee under Lugar's
chairmanship. Lugar praised the bi
partisan cooperation displayed in the
passage of the bill and said the
Committee's "expeditious action on
this emergency shows that this Com
mittee can act."
When Lugar became Chairman he
said he would work to return the
Foreign Relations Committee to a
position where it can effectively debate
and act on foreign policy concerns. The
Committee had been criticized often in
the past for failing to act on various
issues.
Also at the Committee meeting today,
the members approved Lugar's resolu
tion freezing the Committee budget at
$2,732,275. Lugar said this was the first
time the Committee froze its budget in
four years.
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